Dismayed by the constantly shifting and complicated landscape of mobile device implementation? Have no fear – learn to navigate this uncertain terrain with the ESD105 Technology Focus Group’s Mobile Devices Roadmap!

**ASK “WHY?”**

*Define Your Purpose*

- Electronic Textbooks
- BYOD
- PC Replacement
- Power/Cost Savings
- Mobility

**DESIGN**

*Research Solutions to Meet Your Needs*

- Tablet, Chromebook or Laptop?
- 1:1 Coverage or Mobile Labs?
- Wireless Infrastructure
- Mobile Device Management
- Funding and Sustainability
- Written Policies
- Communication

**IMPLEMENT**

*Engineer Your Rollout*

- Pilot Project
- Capacity Planning
- Training For Techs & Users
- Documentation
- Communication

**MANAGE**

*Stay Involved*

- Support for Users & Techs
- Security
- Policy Enforcement
- Accurate Inventory

**ASSESS AND IMPROVE**

*Keep Mobile Devices Mobile*

- Gather Data
- Regular Reviews
- Adapt and Adjust
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chris.weedin@esd105.org